
ABSTRACT 
P/ea>e ,.,._. questions In !i{Ji!Ce llfl)llidelfpplicanls should feel fme to use pllolocopies of lhe application fonnl If nee:Jetl. If posslbi~ 
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1. Glve a brief ovetvlew of the prqject; including ltllllor project !J)als. 

In 1998, the City of Santa Monica requested development proposals to ceplace much needed affordable housing that was lost during 
the expans1on of the Santa Monica Big Blue Bus yard adjacent to the current project site. Community Corporation of Santa Monica 
(CCSM) a California non~profit public benefit corporation, was selected as the developer and shortly thereafter. Pugh Scarpa 
Kodama (PSK) was retained as the Architect. At the urging of the City of Santa Monica, CCSM and PSK's design of Colorado Court 
quickly grew beyond its initial scope to become a model project for sustainable development and affordable housing. Construction 
started in the Fall of 2000 and finished in the Spring of 2002. Through tt1e development of Colorado Court, 44 new unrts of extremely 
low-rncome housing have been added close to the city's center where many of the project's residents are employed by the city's 
hotel. restaurant and service industries. Colorado Court is the first building of its type in the United States to be 100% energy neutral. 
Furthermore. Colorado Court provided the team with an opportunity to make a significant contribution to the surrounding urban 
environment and to the design, building and development industries at large. Colorado Court aims to provide environmentally, 
soc1ally and financially responsible affordable housing with the objective of helping to maintain socio-economic diversity in a highly 
desirable beach community with skyrocketing costs of living. Intrinsic tt• this project is the desire to develop an exemplary model lor 
sustainable living that exceeds conventional standards and practices and that serves as a demonstration project for future 
development From its inception, the project has been approached as an opportunity to educate, increase awareness, and instill 
confidence and incentive in those public and private agencies and individuals responsible for the production of such projects to strive 
for practices geared towards the preservation and improvement of the built environment and community. In pursuing these 
objectives, the following goals have been emphasized: Effectively utilize land by providing dense housing in an urban infill site next to 
transit; Promote diversity in the urban environment through strategicarly placed affordable housing; Make a significant contribution to 
the surrounding urban environment by bringing quality design to an affordable housing project located in the heart of a thriving 
commercial downtown; Provide a precedent setting model showcasing excellent integration of quality design and sustainable 
development; Provide an unprecedented quality of living for low-income, single residency occupants; Provide an exceptional and 
promising model for private/public partnerships that benefit the commun>ty; Provide valuable lessons on overcoming barriers to green 
development and showcase new technologies for other developers and builders; Influence governmental regulations and pollcy to 
facilitate energy and environmentally efficient design, Implement and maintain a program aimed at educating public and pnvate 
developers, members of the local building industry, students and the general public by providing tours of the building, lectures, and 
assistance on research projects; Seek out and secure broad exposure for the project through a variety of media~~magazines, 
newspapers, news broadcasts, and other publications-in order to mcrease awareness and disseminate information. 

2. Why does the project merit -w-- fvr UlfJan Excellence Mu may wish to consider such fadiH's as: effect on the 
urbill environll'IBil; innovative or unique approaches to any a.pect of prqject deiEiopment; new and crmll.e approaclas to urb 
issues; desi!Jl QUality 

Colorado Court merits the Rudy Bruner Award for Urban Excellence for many reasons. In summary, the project: Effectively utilizes 
land and provides dense housing in an urban in fill site; Provides an excellent model of sustainable development in urban 
environment; provides an exemplary model for private/public partnerships that benefit the community; Promotes diversity in urban 
environment through strategically placed affordable housing; and the project has been instrumental in changing regulations/policy to 
facilitate energy efficient design Sustainable development IS much more than just environmentally friendly development. It 
incorporates social and economic goals with smart land use planning. In order for our society to become sustainable, the building 
industry must modify its building practices to encompass these goals. Colorado Court has pushed the envelope technologically, 
politically, socially, and environmentally. In addition to techmcally pushing the envelope of sustainable practices (the project is 100°/o 
energy neutral), the project brings award winning design to !he affordable housing marllet and has just begun to explore the potential 
for fully integrated solutions where quality design, environmental and social responsibility, economic success, and urban development 
can synergistically intermingle to produce beneficial and rewarding effects. Colorado Court provides enhanced quality of living lor its 
occupants. Each unit features 10' ceilings. natural light and ventilation, views of the ocean and mountains (on higher floors), and 
environmentally sensible materials and appliances, The complex features common indoor and outdoor spaces surrounded by 
sensitively executed landscaping that contributes to both the Inhabitants ltving environment and the urban environment. This project 
promotes diversity in the urban environment by providing affordable housing to low-income individuals in the heart of an upscale 
beach community's downtown commercial district. Colorado Court has reached beyond makmg an impact on a tangible local level 
through thoughtful solving of discrete problems in a specific urban context, by affecting public policy at both the local and state levels. 
Politically, Colorado Court has set a model for public I private partnerships. Lobbying from PSK, the City of Santa Monica. CCSM, 
and the project's energy consultant successfully pressured the State of California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) to increase the 
limit lor net metering in California from 10 kW to 100 kW for renewable energy systems. Furthermore, PSK, the City of Santa Monica 
and CCSM are lobbying the PUC to change the language of how an eligible customer is defined. If successful, this will allow greater 
use of multiple energy generation sources and will enable buildings to be more efficient. Colorado Court was also instrumental in 
persuading the California State Tax Credit Allocation Committee to award points to projects that incorporate environmentally friendly 
measures The state Multi-family Housing Program also added language to their regulations to allowing more lenient underwriting for 
energy elfic>ent projects. Although each new project, and particularly those attempting to challenge conventional boundaries, 
confronts SO'l'le form of opposition, each one also paves the way for others to follow. Only by persevering through hardship, daring to 
try innovative solutions, and resurrecting time~tested building methods of the past, can we find a way to build that is sustainable for 
many generations to come. 




